
IMPORTANT PLEASE READ:

The effectiveness of  the Concretesock® is enhanced by following our instructions and guidelines for use and 
maintenance.

Loading

1.         Remove the Concretesock® prior to loading so that any materials or liquid which spill in to the 
chute during  loading can escape and do not accumulate in the chute behind the Concretesock®.

2.         If  any material spills in to the chute during  loading, brush and / or wash out the chute prior to 
fitting the Concretesock®.

Fitting the Concretesock®

3.         Importantly, always fit the Concretesock® in accordance with our instructions and guidelines, 
including those specified in this document and on our website. As a rule of  thumb, if  fitted properly, one 
should not be able to remove the Concretesock® by hand without operating the cam-buckle.

4.         Always ensure that the safety cable is tethered to the vehicle prior to transit.

5.         Always ensure the top section of  the chute is locked and firmly secured in place prior to transit. 
Where possible, use the 'butterfly' to lock the top section of  the chute in place.

Transit

6.         Always be aware of  the potential for material or liquid to accumulated behind the Concretesock® 
during transit.

7.         In particular, although the Concretesock® is not intended to prevent the wholesale spillage of  
material or liquid from a full or partially loaded drum, where such spillage occurs, the Concretesock® 
may nevertheless retain the spillage in the chute.

8.         Spillage in the chute may be discerned from a bulge in the Concretesock® and / or a check of  the 
inside of  the chute.

9.         Do not stand directly in front of  the chute when removing the Concretesock®.

After Delivery

 10.       If  wash out facilities are available at the delivery site, then wash out the chute, hopper and butterfly 
 prior to fitting the Concretesock®.

 11.       If  no wash out facilities are available at the delivery site, then clear the chute, hopper and butterfly of  
 excess material prior to fitting the Concretesock®. Thereafter, the chute, hopper and butterfly should be 
 washed out as soon as possible, e.g. upon return to a batching plant with a central wash out area.

Maintenance

 12.       Many materials to which the Concretesock® will come in to contact will be either abrasive and / or 
 corrosive. Therefore, in order to prolong the life of  the Concretesock®, one must thoroughly clean and 
 remove all residual material from the Concretesock® as soon as possible after each use, paying particular 
 attention to the inner seams. Where possible, the Concretesock® should be allowed to dry after cleaning.

 13.       Importantly, always inspect the Concretesock® for signs of  wear and tear prior to use. The 
 Concretesock® should not be used if  there is any sign of  wear and tear which might affect the its integrity 
 and, in particular, in respect of  the stitching at the seams and on the belt loops.

 14.       Keep the cam buckle lubricated.

 15.       When not in use, store in a secure location (e.g. locked in the cab).

Concretesock Limited accept no liability arising from any spillage or mis-use of our products. See terms and conditions for full details.

How to use a 
Concretesock



Ensuring that your vehicle is in a 
safe area, dress in the appropriate 
PPE, Check the Concretesock for 
any signs of wear (as per 
instructions in this document)
Attach the red safety cable to an 
secure section of your concrete 
lorry chute.

Hold the concretesock with two 
hands, opening it up so that it 
holds it intended shape.

Place the top part of the 
Concretesock over the upper metal 
edge of the Vehicles chute.

How to fit a 
Concretesock



Place the right hand side of the 
Concretesock over the Vehicles 
chute.

Place the remaining area of the 
Concretesock over the tope 
section of the chute.

Ensure the Concretesock has 
encompassed the entire chute, and 
check to see that any cutouts are 
in the relevant position to allow for 
any protruding handles to sit freely

How to fit a 
Concretesock



Check to see if the concretesock 
has encompassed and ‘closed’ the 
entire end of the chute.

Slowly tighten the cam buckle, 
ensuring the Concretesock 
remains fitted at all times, and 
closes the entire end of the chute.

Thread the remaining excess belt 
into the belt loops

How to fit a 
Concretesock



Visually check the 
Concretesock is secure.

Manually check the 
Concretesock is secure.

Before starting or moving 
the vehicle, ensure the 
‘top’ section of the chute is 
secure and locked in place

How to fit a 
Concretesock
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Maintenance

Many materials to which the Concretesock® 
will come in to contact will be either abrasive 
and / or corrosive. Therefore, in order to 
prolong the life of  the Concretesock®, one 
must thoroughly clean and remove all residual 
material from the Concretesock® as soon as 
possible after each use, paying particular 
attention to the inner seams (walls). Where 
possible, the Concretesock® should be 
allowed to dry after cleaning.

Importantly, always inspect the 
Concretesock® for signs of  wear and tear 
prior to use. The Concretesock® should not 
be used if  there is any sign of  wear and tear 
which might affect the its integrity and, in 
particular, in respect of  the stitching at the 
seams and on the belt loops.

Keep the cam buckle lubricated.

When not in use, store in a secure location 
(e.g. locked in the cab).

Do not share your Concretesock® with others. 
The Concretesock® is custom fitted to 
individual chutes.

Maintenance Advice
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Using the Cam buckle

CAMBUCKLE

500 MM WEBBING SOWN & 
FIXED ONTO CAMBUCKLE

PRESS TO RELEASE

PULL TO TIGHTEN

Concretesock™

NB: Webbing to go under the cambuckle up 
through middle and then feed through the 
teeth of the buckle, this will ensure a 
secure !t. Then pull webbing to tighten.


